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Lydia touched her face and considered Samuel in shock. This … this good-for-nothing, 

exactly how attempt he hit her! 

” My endurance is not a reason for you to scrub your nose against my face. Samuel’s face 

was as chilly as ice. 

Lydia’s eyes flashed with fear, and also Godfrey was stunned on the side. He appeared to 

see the imposing way Samuel when he beat Harvey last time, which was frightening as well 

as chilling. 

” Samuel, what are you doing?” Yvonne concerned her detects, she heckled Samuel in 

disbelief. 

Lydia is her mother. As a junior, how could Samuel defeated the senior citizens? 

Samuel trembled his head with a wry smile and went back to his room. 

Listening to Lydia’s sound outside, Samuel was calm in his heart. He needs to have educated 

her a lesson. Although this lesson was not enough, Samuel would let her recognize who he 

truly was eventually! 

Yvonne remained on the couch in the living-room as if she had actually shed her spirit. The 

vulnerability in Samuel’s expression appeared to have made the distance between them 

even better. 

She understood that Samuel was. It was Lydia’s mistake for making trouble out of absolutely 

nothing. … yet Lydia was her mom. 

Lydia was bawling and also rolling in the living room, as well as Godfrey might not quit her. 

Right now, Yvonne instantly stood up and said to Lydia in a cold voice, “You can leave.” 

Hearing this, Lydia, that was sobbing, was surprised. Leaving? Where could she live now? 

Moreover, Hillside Rental Property was such a luxury place that she hesitated to leave. 



This was her showing off her resources before her sis. If the siblings recognized that she was 

not qualified to reside in Hill Vacation home, she would certainly shed all her face. 

Lydia quickly stood up, walked over to Yvonne, as well as claimed, “Yvonne, Mom won’t 

make trouble for any longer, and also won’t make trouble in the future.” 

Yvonne drove them away directly since they were a household after all, she couldn’t be so 

figured out. She stated lightly, “Following time, we’ll all vacate. He paid for this place. Don’t 

assume that I’m the proprietor of this area. He’s the genuine proprietor.” 

Lydia was not persuaded. Why was the proprietor of the rental property still Samuel? 

The old couple’s existing life was totally up to Yvonne, so Lydia did not risk to go too much. 

You can claim whatever you desire. Anyhow, this good-for-nothing is going to leave,” Lydia 

stated. 

The next day, Samuel did not educate Yvonne. He drove off alone from the rental property. 

In a hotel, Shangguan Heibai had not vented his anger because of what took place the other 

day. Although he had actually won Samuel, he had won incomparably afraid and also 

disappointed. Once the information of this issue got out, it would be a massive impact to his 

reputation. 

The leading players in the circle of Go had won before a young man in his early twenties. 

Had not been that a joke? 

However, for Shangguan Heibai, there was a lot more concern that required to be taken 

care of. He had to fulfill somebody. 

Ouyang Xiujie looked at Shangguan Heibai in complication. It was the first time that Master 

had actually taken the campaign to fulfill somebody. 

” It’s none of your business. You can play chess in the resort. You don’t need to follow me,” 

Shangguan Heibai stated in a cold voice. 

Ouyang Xiujie was curious, he did not risk to claim anything when he saw Shangguan 

Heibai’s firm mindset. He had actually been defeated by Samuel’s hands the other day. 



After leaving the resort, Shangguan Heibai took a taxi to an additional hotel. When going 

into the resort, Shangguan Heibai took a few deep breaths and also went to the door of his 

room. Before knocking on the door, he took a few more deep breaths, which sufficed to 

demonstrate how nervous he was. 

He pushed the buzzer and also it didn’t take long for the door to open up. 

When Shangguan Heibaisaw the people inside, he bow professionally as well as claim: 

“Mister Yan.” 

The individual in the space was Samuel’s master, Yan Jun 

. As the bodyguard of the Hannigan household, Yan Jun had numerous subordinates in the 

past, and also many individuals had actually gotten his support. Shangguan Heibai was 

among them. If it weren’t for Yan Jun, it would have been very tough for Shangguan Heibai 

to attain what he had today. 

“Be available in.” said Yan Jun indifferently. 

Strolling right into the room, Shangguan Heibai appeared to be walking on thin ice. They 

had actually not seen each other for many years. 

Currently he could be regarded as a big shot, but before Yan Jun, he could not limit his 

nervousness in any way, because he knew plainly that this old man in front of him, that was 

older than him but looked even more energised than him, with many blood spots on his 

hands, was a fierce guy from head to toe. 

“I listened to that you almost lost to a boy the other day?” Yan Jun asked with a smile. 

 


